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All well and good for Romanian moguls

and their media!

Is the Romanian media mature enough to face some of its most

sonsitive issues? Probably not. For now at any fate, it still has at least

two ,,skeletons in the closet". one is the issue ofjoumalistic responsi-

bility and the other is that of the relationship between editors and

owners. Beyond these two cases of voluntary amnesia, Romanian

media seems to be less and less interested in its social syntax' How-

ever, the guilt is shared. The acadsmic world pretentiously ignores the

professionals, while they keep waving the vocational flag and inces-

santly show contempt for theory. But where are the media owners in

this discussion? Probably under the protection of a double state of
anonymity. one shielding their identity and the other, their political

and economical ties. This chronic lack of transparency describes not

just the difficulties of cohesion bt the macro level of society, but also

the risks and shortcomings of a democratic system.

Because in the end, Adina Baya's book is nothing but a reflec-

tion on democracy and the multiple shades of freedom. And it is pre-

cisely to these shades that consolidated democracies are paying

attenlion to, as opposed to emerging democracies. This is illustrated,

for example, in how the definition of press freedom includes so much

more than just readers being granted access to media content. In his

book on the typology of Romanian media, Marian Petcu has already

analyzedhow the institutions of political power exercise conftol over

media through the monopoly of resources, of advertising or of the

news agencies. Marian Petcu describes the dynamics of this relation-



CHAPTER T

Introduction

1.1. Rationule and Roadmap for the Book

Debates about the concentration of media ownership and

possible means of regulating it have been for some time now on

tne nU agenda. The Greeir Paper on media concentation and plural-

ism (EC 1992) and the two draft proposals for a Media Plural-

ism and then a Media Ownership Directive were subjects for
debate throughout the 1990s. In addition, extensive literature

has been written by scholars worldwide about the topic, dif-
ferent authors taking sides concerning the impact of concen-

tration on democracy, conducting active discussions such as

the ones on the online forum hosted by OpenDemocracy'com
(OpenDemocracy ND).

However, in the case of one of EU's newest mernber,

Romania, the concentration of media ownership is a fairly new

subject, as intemational reports have included it only after the
year 2000 (see RWB 2004, EUMAP 2005, Freedom House

2006). For this reason, little research is available on who owns

what, with what collateral interests and how this affects the media

market in Romania.
The purpose of my book is to fill this gap in research.

More precisely, I will analyze where the consolidation trends
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are visible and what is their impact on the Romanian media
market. Some of the related questions I explore are the follow-
ing: (1) On what markets is consolidation of ownership noticeable?
(2) Should society care if owners of major media have obvious
political and economic interests? (3) Is ensuring fair competi-
tion - from an economic perspective - enough to support and
maintain a diverse environment? (4) Is the media market a case
too complicated for competition law alone to provide adequate
regulation?

My study begins with a short post-communist history of
the market, leading to a comprehensive review of the main
media groups that have consolidated in the past few years and
show signs of continuing consolidation at the current moment.
Chapters 2 and 3 address question (1), namely which markets
exhibit signs of consolidation. Particular attention is paid to the
links between the major owners and political or economic interest
groups - thus tackling question (2) - and how this connects
with the debate between the positive and negative effects of
concenffation. Subsequently, I suwey how the market is regulated
in Romania and, while addressing question (3),I analyze whether
fair competition is enough to support media diversity. Further-
more, I frame the whole debate by analyzng several arguments
advanced in the scholarly literature regarding what makes the
media market more difficult to regulate than other markets, as
well as what are the positive and negative effects of concentra-
tion (Chapters 4 and 5). Finally, I discuss how this debate ap-
plies to the Romanian case and analyze possible answers to the
overarching question of the thesis: Does the concentration of
ownership support or challenge media freedom and pluralism in
Romania? (Chapter 6)

l6
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In my pursuit of solving this puzzle, I will make

extensive use of information gathered by interviewing eight

Romanian media analysts and one representative from the na-

tional regulator of the industry. The choice of the interviewees

was the result of my analyzing significant studies, media

articles or international reports about the Romanian media

market and then selecting the authors who showed increased

knowledge on the subjects relevant to this thesis. In establishing

my contacts, of grcat help was my short yet effective collabora-

tion with the Media Monitoring Agency in Bucharest, an NGO
completing several studies on the Romanian media. Following
recommendations from this institution, I e-mailed a set of ques-

tions to a number of researchers and media analysts. The results

are gathered in Attachment 1, together with a brief description

of each interviewee (grouped in alphabetical order). r

Apart from interviewing, my method of research includ-

ed documentation using (1) existing national and international

reports on the Romanian media market, (2) existing legislation

of the industry, and (3) relevant literature that deals with the

link between ownership structures, media pluralism and media
freedom.

1.2. Terminological Aspects

The major methodologcal challenges in proceeding towards

the solving of the prnzle were the often ambiguous definitions
that the literature and the policy initiatives provide in relation to
some of the key terms. What is "media pluralisrn" and "media

freedom"? How should we define "concentration" on the media

market?
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Two major approaches should be considered in answer-
ing the first question:

1) On the one hand, there are several theoretical research
designs meant to set solid standards for evaluative pur-
poses in the case of the two terms. Out of the set of
indicators established by Mceuail (lgg2), the one re-
levant to this thesis in terms of assessing mertia free-
dom is the independence of editors from owners/chains,
from internal censorship, advertisers and pressure groups
tr.110). As for pluralism, four main ,,dimensions of
diversity" (Hoffrnan-Riem as quoted in Mceuail 1992,
p. 144) should be taken into account: diversify of formats
and issues (information, entertainment etc.), of contents
(opinions and topics), of persons and groups that are
represented in the media and that have access to the
media, and of geographical coverage and relevance.

2) On the other hand, there are the practical definitions
used in reports by intemational organizations or in
policy and regulatory initiatives, which often employ a
more impressionistic and case-oriented approach. Every
year four organizations publish reports on press free-
dom and pluralism. They are the Committee to protect
Journalists (CPD, Reporters without Borders (RWB),
the InGmational Press Institute (IpD and Freedom House.
Their methodolory ranges from focusing on rights violations
against joumalists and playing advocacy roles against
media oppressions to assiening scores and grades for
each country in terms of media and democracy per-
formances. The most complex analytical framework,
dealing more with freedom per se than with the plight
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of individual joumalists, is the one employed by Free-

dom House because it establishes three different areas

of analysis: legislative framework for the media; pol-

itical pressures, censorships and violence against jour-

nalists; and economic pressures with effects on content

(Becker 2003).

Despite the fact that the practical definitions only adopt

a narrow component from the complex research designs exist-

ing in theory, the international reports that use them are usually

regarded as reliable indicators (Becker 2N3).In additior! in many

cases - such as the Romanian one - they represent the only
resource of empirical evidence. For this reason, I will use their
indicators and results as additional evidence of the ongoing con-

centration trend.
As for ownership consolidatiotr, oY working definition

will be the one provided by the Romanian Audiovisual Law
(RP 2002, Art.44), establishing that a media company becomes

dominant when it goes beyond the upper limit of 30% in terms

of market share.

My approacb. in analyzing concentration will only be

partially based on economic grounds (i.e. potential distortions in
competition resulted from concentration), and more focused on

the public policy aspects of the issue (i.e. potential effects of
media concentration on pluralism and media freedom). That is
because I believe a publie policy approach is more suitable for
assessing the link proposed by the research question.

I9



CHAPTER 2
The Romanian media market:

a short historY

The current chapter will observe how the Romanian media

market developed after the fall of communism. Although dif-

ferent perspectives are available for the analysis of media markets

(e.g. content, distribution), the current one will be limited to the

study of ownership structures, market shares and concentration

developments in the analysis of the print and audiovisual sec-

tors. The reason behind excluding the Intemet is its degree of
penetration in Romania. Although 3I% of the total population

was estimated to b€ using the intemet in 2008 (according to

data provided by www.internetworldstats.com), studies from

previous years reveal figures that are nnrch smaller (see

Comanescu 2A07a), which probably explains the lack of com-

prehensive data regarding ownership in this freld.

The analysis will first observe developments during the

decade of the 1990s and then sketch the ongoing trend toward

concentration that first became visible in the early 2000s. This

will be continued in Chapter 3 with a more in-depth view on

how and where is concentration manifested'
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2.1. Reshaping the Market on post-communist

Grounds: The Firsi Decade (Igg0 - 2A00)

2.1.1. The Printed Press

The collapse of the communist regime in December
1989 was immediately followed by the abolition of the state's
official control over the media. Like in all the other countries in
the region, the licensing procedures that had been previously
imposed by the communist authorities on the pubiication of
newspapers were now brought to an end and the market started
advancing towards pivatization and pluralization (Sukosd &
Bajomi-Lazar 2003).In fact, the written press was one of the
primary sectors to mark the switch from a centrally plannsd
economy to a market economy, as the publisher of what would
become one of the most popular dailies in the early 1990s,
Romania Libera, was the first licensee registered as owning a
private business in post-communist Romania, in February 1990
(Gross 1996).

Under the newly established democratic regime, period-
icals mushroomed on the market. Whereas before t9g-g their
number registered by the National Statistics Commission was
495 (Gross 1996), by the end of 1990 the figure had boomed to
1444 (INSSE 2005). In other words, in just one year, the
number of titles tripled. This was, on the one hand, due to the
printing costs still being subsidized in a full or pafiial manner
by the state in the first few years after the fall of communism,
and on the other due to the high demand coming from a pop-
ulation that had been deprived of national media uncensored by
the state for many decades. An estimated number of 8 million
Romanians, which is approximately 4U/o of the population, read
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the daily national press in 1992 (Gross 1996). Compared with
the l2Yo estimated for 2006 (OSI 2006), the figure is rather impres-

sive. After a light decline during the mid 1990s, due to the high

inflation rate and the commercial televisions entering the media

market as sffong competitors, the number of periodicals continued

to increase throughout the late 1990s, reaching the nurnber of
1932 offrcially registered titles by the year 2000 (INSSE 2005).

In terms of print runs, an even more radical change was

registeled throughout the decade. Whereas in 1990, the two
leading newspapers Romania Libera and Adevarulhad a circula-

tion of 1.2 million and 2 million issues, respectively (Gross 1996),

by the early 2000s the print run of the best-selling daily, the

tabloid Libertatea, did not exceed 250,000 issues, and the average

circulation of generalist national newspapers was below 100\000

(Martin 2005).In correlation with that, from an estimated 31570

of the population reading one or more newspapers each day
(Gross 2006), the figure dropped to l3%o in the mid 2000s (OSI

2006). The reasons for this are related to the competition raised

by other media, including in a higher proportion commercial
television and in a lower the internet.

Despite the press market apparently flourishing in the

first post-communist decade, a closer look at the business models

used by media outlets reveals several malfunctions. Firstly, the

competitive press market was created both through the privati-
zation of former communist outlets and through the creation of
new ones (Coman 2003). However, although press outlets were

officially privatized, the state continued during the 1990s to
enjoy the monopoly of printing facilities and distribution, which
allowed it to control the media by managing production costs

(Gross 1996). Secondly, most of the important national-circulation

newspapers, resulted mainly through pivatization preserved
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